
TIME NAME TOPICS/LINK SESSION COURSE OVERVIEW BIOGRAPHY

Ms. Pratibha Srivastava

Pratibha Srivastav:Ms Pratibha Srivastava is CAS Coordinator and IBDP Biology facilitator in Genesis Global School. She is an enthusiastic person with 17+ years of experience as a Biology facilitator 

in diverse curricula like CBSE, CAIE and IB and has worked in renowned schools.  

Besides her Masters and B.Ed degrees ,she has also completed her PG Diploma in industrial relations and personnel management (PGDIRPM) from Bhartiya Vidya Bhawan , Mumbai.  She is a yoga 

enthusiast and has also completed her teacher training course in yoga. 

She is passionate about teaching and always try to learn and incorporate new teaching methodologies to cater to the   needs of various types of learners.   

In her free time, she likes to listen to music, reading books on self-development, gardening and cooking. She has her own you tube cooking channel.

Ms. Bhawna Khanna 

Bhawna Khanna: Service as action Coordinator, IBDP Psychology facilitator, DP Psychology examiner, CIE examiner and Microsoft educator. She has 10+ years of experience in teaching in IB and 

IGCSE curriculum in renowned schools.  

She has completed her Masters in psychology from Panjab University, Chandigarh, and B.Ed. from D.Y Patil University, Mumbai. She is currently pursuing Global Career Counsellor program, 

Univariety in collaboration with UCLA Extension. To keep abreast with the requirements of IB program, she has completed various workshops offered by IB professional development.  

In her free time, she loves to maintain her mini garden and travelling to offbeat locations.

 Ms. Jaya Modi

  Ms Jaya Modi: Ms. Jaya Modi is a passionate educator who believes that every child is unique and has their own learning journey. 

Ms. Jaya is an alumnus of Welham Girls school, Dehradun. She holds her B-Com degree from Sydenham College, Mumbai and MBA from International Management Institute in Delhi. In pursuit of her 

passion and career in the field of education she has qualified herself with Bachelor of Education (B.Ed) from Amity University, a specialised Diploma in in Early Childhood Development & Education 

from New York University-US, and a Post Graduate Diploma from SNDT Delhi, for Teaching Children with Special Educational Needs. Along with this she has attended workshops and completed 

courses from Reggio Emilia – an Early Years Philosophy focussing on the Hundred Languages of Children and Harvard Project Zero and the IB workshop in Leadership. 

She has been an Educator for 18 years staring as an entrepreneur and running her own Pre-school- Gymboree Play and Music in New Delhi for several years after which she was the Principal at 

pathways Early Years in Gurgaon and Greater Kailash. 

She is the Deputy Head of the Primary School at Genesis Global School for the last year and has been working in collaboration with the team on curriculum development. 

Ms. Era Dogra

Era Dogra: I am an experienced educator and have worked with both CBSE(national) and IB(international) curriculums. I am the Emotional learning program coordinator and am responsible for 

development and implementation of a robust SEL curriculum in the primary years. 

I am a Microsoft innovative educator, Flipgrid student voice ambassador and Adobe creative educator as well. This is my 5th year in PYP as grade 5 homeroom mentor and it has been an exhilarating 

journey. I am a LAMDA certified educator and am striving to empower teachers to embed drama and performance skills within their teaching learning practices.                          

Ms. Smita Chandra 

Smita Chandra:  Ms Smita is a passionate educator who strongly believes in Inquiry-Based Learning and holds a total experience of 14 years of full-time teaching including CBSE, Cambridge GCE O 

and N Level, and IB curriculum. She is currently the Head of Department for Individual and Societies – MYP & DP curriculum in Genesis Global School and works for quality education and 

excellence. She holds more than 4 years of IB teaching experience including the MYP and DP curriculum. She is currently an IB examiner for History and Assistant Examiner for Cambridge A and AS 

Level History. 

In past, she has worked in Singapore as General Education Officer under the Ministry of Education for nearly 4 years. She received an Excellence Service Award (EXSA Star Award) in 2014 under 

MOE. She is certified with high distinction in communication and performance from LAMDA/ London school of music and dramatic art. She served as Microsoft Innovative Educator Expert from 2015 

to 2019 and strongly believes in inculcating 21st century teachings skills with technology and innovations in education

Ms Kirti 

                                                                                                      

Kirit Lohani: Ms Kirti Lohani is an IBMYP Integrated Humanities educator, e-assessment author and an examiner. 

She has 7+ years of experience in teaching. Kirti is also a Google Educator, Penpal School global ambassador and Ed Tech integrationist. 

  

Kirti has completed her B.Ed and Masters in Geography from the University of Delhi and is currently pursuing her second masters in Political Science . In her free time, she loves to try new EdTech 

tools, read classical fictional novels and travel to offbeat places. 

Her email id :  kirtil@genesisgs.edu.in 

Day 1-October 23, 2021

12.30 pm

Teaching tools for online environment: middle 

and senior school                                                          

https://bit.ly/3gqEwdM 

This session aims to familiarize educators with some of the 

online teaching tools which can help to make teaching more 

effective, learning more interesting and engaging in the online 

environment. These tools help to bring variety to the classroom. 

They can be used for collaboration, differentiated teaching and 

formative assessment.

Power of provocation in teaching and learning: 

PYP         https://bit.ly/3B3wSOf

The use of powerful provocations at different times in the inquiry 

encourages student engagement and deep thinking. Whether it 

initiates an inquiry or shifts the gears of learning, when fuelled 

with careful consideration and purposeful intentions, a 

‘provocation‘ can ignite effective learning.

14.00 pm

Meeting the challenges of the 21st-Century 

online learner: MYP/DP  https://bit.ly/3mqNuvq

In this workshop - Meeting the challenges of the 21st-century 

online learners, educators will be analysing the problems they 

face in the online mode of teaching and how they can combat 

these challenges through different strategies. Educators will be 

given an opportunity to understand the importance of strategies 

using online tools and the 21st-century pedagogy while leading to 

Inquiry based learning even in the online mode. They will unpack 

the Inquiry cycle – its planning process. This includes the various 

stages of the Inquiry-cycle addressing the 4C’s as well as the 

Active Learning Strategies making them capable enough to 

design one Inquiry-based lesson at the end of the workshop.

15.30 pm



Ms. Moumita Sanyal

Moumita Sanyal : Moumita Sanyal teaches IB MYP at Genesis Global School (GGS) Noida and holds the position of MYP Service Coordinator. She is trained through the category 3 IB workshop on 

“Developing a service continuum in IB school” and has undergone numerous trainings related to implementing service-learning in schools. She is also trained in the category 3 IB workshop on “Leading 

for effective teaching and learning”. 

Apart from being the service coordinator, she is also an experience Integrated Science and Biology teacher with the rich experience of teaching Middle years programme in a variety of international 

curricula; Ms Moumita is one of the true believers and promoters of IB education, considering it an excellent curriculum providing students with the education required for having a bright future. As a 

life-long learner, she has always been using any opportunity for her learning. She has been transferring her knowledge to other colleagues believing that learning happens in collaboration and continuous 

perspectives and practices. 

 Ms. Naina Manchanda

Naina Manchanda: Naina Manchanda heads the Language and Literature department at Genesis Global School. She is an IB and Cambridge English Language and Literature facilitator for middle and 

senior school. She also takes a keen interest in developing the art of debating amongst the students. She is also a part of the school’s team of advisors for Service as Action. Her teaching philosophy is 

centered around making learners internationally competent and informed global citizens of the world. She believes in an experiential approach to bring about authentic social change through community 

collaboration and development

Ms. Shikha Sehgal 

Shikha Sehgal: Ms. Shikha Sehgal has over 12 years of experience as a Master Trainer in Counselling and Guidance. She has completed her Master Degree in Psychology from Delhi University and an 

Advance Diploma in Child Guidance and Counselling from NIPCCD. She has a forte in conducting assessments, interventions, play therapy, career counselling and guidance with children and their 

families. She enjoys training teachers and parents on various aspects related to children and parenting. Her motto in life is her believe that " Every human is unique and special with bundles of talent 

buried inside them". As a curious and a reflective learner, she is always on a journey of self-discovery that is the reason she connect with IB curriculum with her heart and soul.  

  

Her email id shikhas@genesisgs.edu.in 

Ms. Sangita Pal

Sangita Pal:I am Sangita Pal, I have been teaching MYP for 4 years with an overall teaching experience of 19 years. Throughout the period, I have been involved in multiple curriculums. I have worked 

in different countries such as Bangladesh, China and many more International Schools of India. I am a Chemistry and Science facilitator in Genesis and working in the capacity of MYP Associate 

Coordinator. I have attended multiple IB PD courses and have hosted a webinar on the best teaching practices in MYP Sciences in 2020.                                                                                 

Rajeev Pargaien:My name is Rajeev Pargaien and I am Diploma Program Coordinator at Genesis Global School, Noida, India. I love working with adults and children. I have around 18 years of 

experience both in teaching and in leadership positions. I enjoy using my experience to contribute to the development of professional skills in both teachers and students. I graduated from Kumoun 

University Nainial in 1995 and completed my masters in Math from the same University. 

I started my teaching career as a Math and Computer Science teacher in 2002. I am obsessed with technology and using gadgets and software while teaching math in classrooms is my passion. 

As a DPC, I am all involved in planning and successful execution of different strategies for the DP. Exploring IB resources and sharing of learning with colleagues and students is amazing. Recently I 

did one such session virtually on the topic “The Role of a DP Coordinator”, which attracted collaborators from across the world and the shared experiences and ideas made it quite enriching for 

everyone. 

I strongly believe that CORE is very important for overall development of 21st century skills in a child. It not only helps in achieving 3 extra grade points but also shapes the personality of a student 

forever making him a real critical thinker who examines a claim made, an informed researcher who respects intellectual property rights and a caring young mind who reflects on different ways he can 

give back to the society and works for its wellbeing. Neglecting CORE, can be detrimental both for the student and for the school.

11:00 AM Mr. Rajeev Pargaien
With a planned CORE, all that glitter is GOLD: 

DP                       https://bit.ly/3B86VNp

Changing mindset through service 

https://bit.ly/3keT01r

Day 2-October 24, 2021

This session is for those enthusiastic educators who believe that 

small changes can lead to significant transformation. The session 

focuses on how "small actions in daily life lead to a big change in 

the mindset." Educators will be exploring perspectives on 

promoting international-mindedness and intercultural 

understanding, keeping the idea of service in mind. It will be a 

platform to share different exemplars to think globally and act 

locally, followed by a discussion on local, sustainable projects 

which serve as an opportunity to develop ATL skills in students.

12.30 pm

International Mindedness through Global 

Context                               

https://bit.ly/3jgfTm1

This session is aimed to familiarise and dwell into the deep 

valley of International mindedness. We would explore the ways 

and strategies that can be used to equip each learner to have a 

clarity and holistic understanding about how the concept and 

components of international mindedness is embedded in global 

context. The session will highlight the nature of International 

Mindedness that comes in through the Global contexts and 

GRASPS model assessments being used as tools.

14.00 pm

This session is for DPCs, DP teachers or CORE coordinators 

who are involved in CORE planning and execution, act as EE or 

TOK advisors or even as CAS advisor or supervisors. Often 

CORE is planned and left to the team of coordinators/ advisors 

and it actually gets left behind while the focus is on academics. 

And the value CORE adds to the final learning/ skills/ result of a 

candidate remains largely underestimated or untapped. 

To deepen the understanding of the CORE, the session will look 

into the continuum for equivalent elements, how they are built up 

to become the CORE in DP. Similar elements in other curricula, 

though named differently, show its importance and value. 

Universities are also now moving to value the learning progress 

rather than exam result, so these elements are going to play a key 

role. 

 Session focuses on sharing of good practices, success stories and 

enhances the understanding that as DP teachers and specially as 

DPCs, we should keep a tab on the overall progress of the CORE 

throughout the 2 years of DP to have a wonderful outcome at the 

end. CORE is actually a learning strategy that gives a skill set 

required in every learning process and individual growth as a 

person's life vision is developed through such questioning.



Ms. Hema  Chadha

Hema Chadha: An incisive professional and a dynamic educator with a compassionate and sincere approach to imparting knowledge to children. Graduated in political 

science (Hons) from Delhi University, done Nursery Teacher Training and holds 17 years of total experience in Teaching. Have a great passion for mentoring and assisting 

fellow teachers locally and globally and sharing my knowledge and experience with them. Currently associated with Genesis Global School as a PYP teacher

Ms. Kavita Guglani;

Kavita Guglani:I as an educator found my true passion in early year’s education. I believe that each child is unique and born curious and to keep that curiosity alive one must 

provide stimulating environment which plays a key role in enhancing the growth of children. I am an early year’s teacher with more than 16 years of experience, have been a 

mentor of grades pre-nursery and Kindergarten. I have done my teacher training course from MMI. I love to share and collaborate with other members of the community.  I 

am a Kindergarten coordinator for three years and currently working as a Kindergarten teacher and a grade level coordinator in Genesis Global School.                                                                                                                                                                                        

11:00 AM Mr. Manish Srivastava
MYP Personal Project- Unpacking the New 

Assessment Criteria    https://bit.ly/384aY15

This workshop is aimed at familiarising the new supervisors and 

the coordinators with the changes in the assessment criteria of the 

personal project for the academic session 2021-23 and how to 

implement it with the new MYP Cohort. The workshop will 

provide a platform for the particpants to understand and practice 

the use of the new assessment criteria through discussions and 

activity based learning.

Manish Srivastava:My name is Manish Srivastava, I am currently working with Genesis Global School Noida as MYP Personal Project Coordinator, DP Physics & TOK Teacher. I have completed 22 

years of my teaching career in various curriculums including 8 years of international and national teaching experience in the International Baccalaureate, MYP/DP Programme. I have been certified for 

many workshops conducted by International Baccalaureate and Cambridge Assessment center which includes DP Administrator, DP Physics, MYP Personal Projects, IGCSE Physics Marking, 

Investigating Inquiry, Leading for effective teaching and learning. I have always been a part of the Pedagogical team in different schools I have worked with and conducted sessions on classroom 

management, lesson planning, MYP Personal Project Assessment Criteria. I am passionate educator who believes in student centered education that can transform them as a lifelong learner.

Ms. Shweta Gupta

Shweta Gupta: Shweta Gupta is an IB and Cambridge English Language and Literature educator in Genesis Global School.  Her six years of teaching experience includes exploring three different 

curriculums, in a residential as well as day-boarding set up. She believes in the importance of making her learners compassionate individuals that encompass the ideals of a global citizen. Practicing 

experiential learning, she encourages her students to express their minds while being respectful to conflicting opinions. The opportunity to shape the future of the world, is what remains the most 

overwhelming yet appealing aspect of teaching for her.    

 Ms. Ambeeca Vinayak Singh

  Ambeeca Singh:Ambeeca Vinayak Singh is an IB and Cambridge English Language and Literature Facilitator at Genesis Global School. She is a firm believer and follower of learner centric approach. 

According to her, building confidence and nurturing in learners the love for reading, is the key to progress. Having trodden the path of corporates, she finds teaching the most challenging yet the most 

fulfilling career choice

Ms. Kirti Lohani

Smita Chandra:  Ms Smita is a passionate educator who strongly believes in Inquiry-Based Learning and holds a total experience of 14 years of full-time teaching including CBSE, Cambridge GCE O 

and N Level, and IB curriculum. She is currently the Head of Department for Individual and Societies – MYP & DP curriculum in Genesis Global School and works for quality education and 

excellence. She holds more than 4 years of IB teaching experience including the MYP and DP curriculum. She is currently an IB examiner for History and Assistant Examiner for Cambridge A and AS 

Level History. 

In past, she has worked in Singapore as General Education Officer under the Ministry of Education for nearly 4 years. She received an Excellence Service Award (EXSA Star Award) in 2014 under 

MOE. She is certified with high distinction in communication and performance from LAMDA/ London school of music and dramatic art. She served as Microsoft Innovative Educator Expert from 2015 

to 2019 and strongly believes in inculcating 21st century teachings skills with technology and innovations in education.                                                                                                                     

14.00 pm
Technology Integration in MYP   

https://bit.ly/3sSQe65

12.30 pm
Literature and the Sustainable developments 

goals. MYP   https://bit.ly/3mrXCEe

15.30 pm
Play in early years and classroom 

strategies:  PYP  https://bit.ly/387KifO

Play is the highest form of research” by Albert Einstein. 

This session will enrich you about the magical ‘world 

of play’. 

In this session we will explore how children use their 

creativity while developing their imagination, cognitive 

and emotional strength and how they interact with the 

world around them. It will further take you to different 

types of play and what the role of the facilitator is.  

The session is targetting primarily language and literature 

teachers and will give the participants an opportunity to engage in 

a series of texts and activities that can aid in sensitizing their 

students to some of the issues that taint the world. The interactive 

session will compel the participants to voice their opinions and 

share perspectives on several concerns and thus take a step 

towards creating a more harmonious and peaceful world.

This session aims to provide MYP educators some edtech tools 

to make their classrooms more interactive and student-led. These 

tools will help educators to design assessments that provide 

scopes for differentiation, collaboration and communication. 

Day 3-October 30, 2021



 Ms. Smita Chandra

Kirit Lohani: Ms Kirti Lohani is an IBMYP Integrated Humanities educator, e-assessment author and an examiner. 

She has 7+ years of experience in teaching. Kirti is also a Google Educator, Penpal School global ambassador and Ed Tech integrationist. 

Kirti has completed her B.Ed and Masters in Geography from the University of Delhi and is currently pursuing her second masters in Political Science . In her free time, she loves to try new EdTech 

tools, read classical fictional novels and travel to offbeat places. 

Her email id :  kirtil@genesisgs.edu.in

 Ms Jasleen Sethi

Jasleen Sethi : Dr. Jasleen Sethi is an innovative and enthusiastic educator and considers herself as a lifelong learner. She is passionate about developing learners into successful, happy and responsible 

citizens. Over the past 15 years she has grown from an Economics teacher to a teacher trainer. She has taught at all levels of MYP, IGCSE and DP. She moved into school administration role while 

working at Genesis Global School. She holds a degree in B.A., M.A. M.Phil and Ph. D. in Economics.  

She is one of the true believers and promoters of IB education considering it an excellent curriculum providing students with the education required for having a bright future. With her sessions and 

workshops, she has been a true contributor to the IB educator world for more than 5 years. 

Dr. Sethi enjoys travelling, meeting new people and spending time with young and inquisitive minds. 

Ms. Leenu

Leenu:As an experienced teacher in Computer Science, Ms. Singh has over 15 years of teaching and leadership role experience in different International Colleges and Schools. Currently working at 

Genesis Global School as an IGCSE and IB Computer Science, Design and ICT Educator, MYP Associate Coordinator and Round Square Coordinator, Ms. Singh has a varied and rich experience 

which she happily shares with the IB Community. As a life long learner, she has always been working to enhance her teaching standards believing that learning is an enjoyable journey and an important 

life skill.         

This session targets classroom management skills for Middle and 

Senior School educators as strategies to make teaching-learning 

an enjoyable yet very effective process for the students and the 

teachers alike. Students’ engagement in the learning process 

increases their attention and focus, motivates them to practice 

higher-level critical thinking skills, and promotes meaningful 

learning experiences.

14.00 pm
Technology Integration in MYP   

https://bit.ly/3sSQe65

15.30 pm

Classroom Mangement Skills  

https://bit.ly/3862TbZ

This session aims to provide MYP educators some edtech tools 

to make their classrooms more interactive and student-led. These 

tools will help educators to design assessments that provide 

scopes for differentiation, collaboration and communication. 


